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Success and hard work I realized that just like a fish deserves water and food

to survive; it is the same theory when it comes to education. In order to 

attain good grades, I need to work hard every day so that I can learn more 

and pass exam. Getting good grades in school is the capability to satisfy 

your cravings without any difficulty. Therefore, I require a more otherworldly 

approach to getting good grades, which is the copious stream of all great 

things that I desire. With the learning and practice of profound law, we place 

ourselves in congruity with nature and make with watchfulness, delight, and 

adoration (Crews 41). 

Bravo for distinguishing that it takes diligent work and commitment to get 

great evaluations. A few people fall into the trap of putting all their time and 

vitality into having some good times and none at all into concentrating on. It 

seems like youre tipped the scale in the inverse course, which can likewise 

cause issues. The trap is to evaluate how to keep an even harmony between 

school work, extracurricular exercises, connections, and outright fun. The 

point when that adjust escapes whack, each range in your life is most likely 

going to endure. To restore offset, plan some fun exercises much the same 

as you might plan a games hone, family occasion, or last, most decisive test 

pack session. Truly get out your timetable and record a few fun things you 

need to do every month. Could be a film that youre anticipating, an 

amusement you need to go to, a trek to the shopping center, or a most loved

TV show. As long as you verify that your social life doesnt meddle with vital 

assignments or tests, youll find that having a fabulous time to anticipate can 

truly help you stay centered throughout school and study sessions. 

Also, it’s a solid thought to set aside at any rate a hour or somewhere in the 

vicinity every day only for unwinding. Choose ahead of time when you need 
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to enjoy your study reprieve. In the event that you think that it hard to enjoy 

a reprieve, ask a guardian or companion to remind you to close the course 

book at a certain time. The point when the time comes put down your pencil 

and set a clock or a wake up timer for one hour. The point when time is up, 

backtrack to the books and prize yourself with extra time off in the event 

that you complete the process of examining early. 

In conclusion, just like a fish needs water to stay alive, an individual requires 

working hard in order to succeed in life as discussed above. In order to 

succeed in school and score good marks, hard work and dedication are not 

optional. 
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